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Layer fMRI, requiring high field, advanced pulse sequences,

and sophisticated processing methods, has emerged in the last

decade. The rate of layer fMRI papers published has grown

sharply as more groups are overcoming the substantial

technical challenges and the unique advantages are becoming

clear. Rather than simple delineation of functional activation,

layer fMRI promises to provide directional activity and

connectivity measures as they are inferred by the layer-specific

location. This short review highlights the methods used to

achieve layer fMRI as well as the challenges in acquisition,

processing and interpretation. It emphasizes the utility of

extensive individual averaging as well as the extreme difficulty

of cross subject averaging. It also highlights recent studies that

have explored layer fMRI in cognitive tasks as well as resting

state connectivity studies that have revealed cortical hierarchy.
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Introduction
A complete understanding of the brain will likely inte-

grate data and reveal principles that span all salient

temporal and spatial scales. Temporal scales may range

from milliseconds to years [1]. Spatial scales range from

that of molecules to the entire brain. These scales

embody genes, molecules, cells, microcircuits, regions,

systems and behavior [2�]. The more effectively we can

bridge scales the more likely it is that principles of brain

function will be revealed as they likely span spatial and

temporal scales. High resolution fMRI, having
www.sciencedirect.com 
submillimeter voxel dimensions, promises to connect

and integrate our understanding of whole brain systems

level with circuit level scales, and has ushered in a new

organizational dimension, that of cortical layers, for map-

ping and understanding human brain function. The abil-

ity to map functional activity across cortical depth may

allow inferences that will shed light on human cortical

hierarchy, connectivity, and computation.

Over the past several years, high resolution fMRI has

shown rapid growth as high field MRI scanners, more

sophisticated pulse sequences [3,4��,5–7], and advanced

processing pipelines [8,9�] have become available. High

resolution fMRI research has recently been used to

explore cortical depth dependent organization that has

provided evidence for feedforward and feedback activity

and has efficiently discerned cortical hierarchy. Chal-

lenges that the field has grappled with for decades includ-

ing low quality image acquisition, low sensitivity, poor

image registration, and large vessel artifacts, all increase at

submillimeter resolution. In this paper, we discuss these

challenges and innovations that have been put forward for

addressing them. We also address how high resolution

challenges such as low sensitivity and poor image regis-

tration lend themselves to massive sampling of single

subjects, also termed as ‘extensive sampling’ [10��]. We

end with a discussion of recent studies and promising

directions for layer fMRI.

Achieving submillimeter resolution fMRI
To complement the following section, a glossary has been

included to define and provide context to the terms used.

Submillimeter functional MRI resolution requires rapid

and temporally stable acquisition strategies as well as

functional contrast that is sensitized to small vessels

proximal to neuronal activity. Below we describe the

challenges involved.

Signal to noise ratio

MRI signal and therefore signal to noise ratio (SNR)

increases with field strength and is inversely proportional

to voxel volume, setting up a delicate tradeoff for layer

fMRI where both SNR and resolution are at a premium

and time for averaging signal is limited to about an hour

per scan session. At voxel volumes of below 1 mm3, SNR

at 3T typically dips below a workable limit and at 7T,

marginally rises above this limit [11], and thermal noise

tends to outweigh physiologic noise. Other factors such as

radiofrequency (RF) receive coil configuration — with
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Glossary

Arterial Spin Labeling (ASL): This is a pulse sequence used to map

brain perfusion. It involves an initial inversion pulse — typically outside

the imaging plane of interest — to ‘label’ or ‘tag’ inflowing blood. After

a waiting period to allow blood to flow into the imaging plane and

influence the magnetization, images are collected. Image collection is

alternated between applied label and no labeling applied. The pairs of

images are averaged and subtracted to reveal perfusion.

B:

0: The primary magnetic field in Magnetic Resonance Imaging. It’s

strength is typically measured in Tesla (T). Typical field strengths are

1.5T–3T, although scanners at 7T are becoming more popular. The

highest field strength for human imaging is 11.7T at the National

Institutes of Health. The MRI signal is directly proportional to the

primary magnetic field.

BOLD contrast: Blood oxygen level dependent contrast. It was first

coined by Seiji Ogawa and is the basis of most fMRI contrast. It is

based on the fact that oxygenated blood has the same susceptibility

as surrounding plasma and tissue, but deoxygenated blood has a

lower susceptibility than surrounding plasma and tissue, causing

magnetic field distortions and spin dephasing and thus a reduced

signal. During activation, blood oxygenation locally increases,

causing less spin dephasing and an increased signal.E

cho Planar Imaging (EPI): An MRI pulse sequence in which an entire

plane or slice of data is collected following a single RF excitation. It

requires rapid gradient switching, however allows collection of an

entire volume of MRI data in less than 2 s. This is the most commonly

used pulse sequence for fMRI, not only for its speed, but also for the

added temporal stability that comes with single shot imaging.

Inversion recovery: A pulse sequence that involves applying an

inversion pulse (180� pulse) before the 90� excitation pulse. This

allows for T1-weighted scans since the time for the flipped

magnetization to recover is determined by T1. It can be used for

perfusion imaging using ASL or for blood volume imaging using

VASO.

Motion artifact: In the context of fMRI, these artifacts arise from

head motion as well as chest wall motion. They typically manifest

themselves near large spatial gradients signal intensity such as near

edges and regions of signal dropout. Chest wall motion causes field

distortions which manifest themselves as changes in image ghosting

or image warping. Many ways exist to correct motion artifacts, but

these are far from perfect. Motion is still a problem in fMRI.

Physiologic noise: Also known as physiologic fluctuations, this

noise currently sets the upper limit on the temporal signal to noise ratio

in fMRI time series at about 120/1. Components of physiologic noise

are respiration, cardiac pulsation, vasomotion not related to neuronal

activity, and movement. After a quarter century of trying, the field is

still unable to eliminate or even substantially reduce physiologic noise.

Pial veins: The large veins found at the surface of the cortex and

spinal cord that receive blood from capillaries. These are a major

confound in attempting to resolve functional columns and layers as

they contribute significantly to BOLD contrast and can overwhelm the

more subtle spatially specific changes in capillary and small vein

oxygenation that occur locally to specific layers and columns.R

adiofrequency(RF) coil: This is the coil that provides a resonant

radiofrequency pulse to excite spins. Often the same coil is used to

detect the projection of the spin magnetization on the transverse

plane. Most commonly, a large head coil is used to provide a uniform

excitation and an array of up to 64 receive coils detect the signal as the

sensitivity is increased with decreasing size.

Repetition time (TR): In the context of fMRI using single shot EPI,

this is the time between each volumetric collection of data. In multi-

shot pulse sequences, it is the time between each excitation pulse.

Sensitivity encoding (SENSE): This is an approach to MR imaging

that uses the sensitivity profile of multiple receive RF coils in order to

assist in spatial encoding. This approach allows either significantly

shorter readout windows or higher in plane resolutions for a given

readout window duration. The advantages of a shorter readout

window in the context of fMRI include: the ability to collect more

echoes during the free induction decay, and that images collected

with a shorter readout window have less distortion. This technique

also enables significantly higher in plane resolution than is possible

with a standard single shot approach due to constraints of T2* decay

and the biologic limits of gradient switching.

Simultaneous m:

ulti-slice (SMS) imaging: Also known as Multiband Imaging, this is a

recent advancement in MRI in which different frequency RF pulses are

multiplexed in one pulse to excite multiple parallel planes at the same

time. This approach speeds up the acquisition rate by up to �8 at

which an imaging volume can be obtained.

Single-shot MRI: An MR imaging approach in which the raw data

necessary to create a single plane, or in extreme cases, volume of

data is collected with a single RF excitation pulse or set of RF pulses in

the case of single-shot spin-echo imaging. Echo Planar Imaging (EPI)

is the most common type of single-shot approach.S

pecific Absorption Rate (SAR): This is a measure of the heat

deposition by RF into the body when performing MRI. RF-intensive

pulse sequences can have high SAR, limiting their use in humans.

Spin-echo: A spin-echo is formed by the combination of typically a

90� excitation pulse and then a 180� ‘refocusing pulse’ that inverts the

precession of spins and thus brings back into phase spins that have

dephased following the 90� pulse. The moment in time that the spins

are back in phase is called the spin-echo. The time at which the spin-

echo occurs is double the time between the excitation pulse and the

refocusing pulse.

Susceptibility: This is property of all materials that is the degree to

which a material becomes magnetized in the presence of a magnetic

field. Diamagnetic materials repel or diffuse applied magnetic fields

and paramagnetic materials attract or concentrate applied magnetic

fields.

T1: In MRI, this is the rate constant at which the magnetization

exponentially returns to complete recovery of longitudinal

magnetization. Different materials have different T1 values.

T2: In MRI, this is the rate constant by which the magnetization as

measured using a spin-echo sequence, decays in the transverse

plane. Different materials have different T2, and the T2 of blood

increases with oxygenation.

T2*: In MRI, this is the rate constant by which the magnetization as

measured using a gradient-echo sequence, decays in the transverse

plane. T2* is smaller than T2. Different materials have different T2*

values, and T2* of blood increases with oxygenation.

TI: This is the time between an inversion pulse and the excitation

pulse of an inversion recovery pulse sequence. This time determines

the degree of perfusion and/or longitudinal or T1 contrast.V

ascular Sensitivity Imaging (VASO): In the context of fMRI, this is an

approach that selectively nulls the blood signal based on the

difference between blood T1 and gray matter T1. This allows imaging

of blood volume changes as with a blood volume increase the signal

would decrease as more nulled blood fills each voxel. In this

sequence, an inversion pulse is applied then as the blood longitudinal

relaxation is passing through the longitudinal magnetization null point,

an excitation pulse is applied, thus only exciting non-blood spins. The

contrast used by VASO has been shown to be more specific to small

vessel hemodynamic changes than BOLD contrast.

Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 40:189–200 
smaller more focal receive elements increasing SNR —

may allow layer fMRI at 3T in some instances.

Dropout and warping

At high resolution, signal dropout is reduced with smaller

voxel volumes; however, image warping is increased as

the readout window duration (the amount of time needed

to sample raw data or k-space) associated with high

resolution is generally longer. Therefore, registration to

standard, un-warped, high-resolution structural scans are
www.sciencedirect.com
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wrought with errors. Advanced nonlinear warping algo-

rithms are considered inadequate for the precision

required for layer fMRI. However, because functional

time series scans are collected at sufficiently high resolu-

tion and anatomic contrast to resolve most fine anatomic

structure, functional images may be superimposed

directly on the structural images used for fMRI time

series, thus obviating the need for image unwarping or

registration to a separately acquired structural scan [12].

Acquisition strategies

In high resolution fMRI, several strategies have been

used. The field is experiencing a rapid growth in this area.

The standard fMRI acquisition of echo-planar imaging

(EPI) is insufficient to achieve the resolutions required as

T2* or T2 signal decay time is shorter than the required

readout window duration. Three strategies have been

used to address this limit. The first is the use of parallel

imaging approaches [13]. Here, the sensitivity profile of

multiple receive RF coils is used in order to assist in

spatial encoding. This approach allows either significantly

shorter readout windows or higher in plane resolutions for

a given readout window duration. The second strategy is

the use of simultaneous multi-slice (SMS) imaging [7,14],

also known as multiband imaging, in which different

frequency RF excitation pulses are multiplexed in one

pulse to excite multiple parallel planes at the same time.

This approach speeds up the volume and slice acquisition

rate by up to a factor of eight. The third strategy is to use

full 3D acquisition rather than separate encoding of each

slice. For 3D acquisition, time-consuming slice selection

is replaced by a third phase encoding direction, and the

complete 3D image is then reconstructed. 3D acquisition

therefore increases the volume-encoding time efficiency.

3D acquisition is a multi-shot (multiple RF excitations

per image) approach and is generally considered more

susceptible to physiologic noise; however, fMRI at these

extremely high resolutions is dominated by thermal noise

and not physiologic noise therefore bypassing to some

degree this problem. In addition most 3D sequences use

‘navigator’ pulses to align k-space phase that is disrupted

by physiological fluctuations.

In general, the trend in acquisition strategies for layer

fMRI is clearly towards segmented or multi-shot readout

strategies, most involving 3D acquisition as mentioned.

Each major imaging group appears to be developing their

own particular segmented readout strategy. The field of

3D segmented acquisition in the context of layer fMRI is

experiencing rapid expansion, and currently, an exhaus-

tive comparison would be premature.

Hemodynamic sensitivity

The central challenge in high functional resolution is

sensitization to hemodynamic changes that are localized

both spatially and temporally to neuronal activity. Certain

pulse sequences are more sensitive to small vessel
www.sciencedirect.com 
hemodynamic changes than others. However, this

increased specificity comes at a cost to sensitivity to

hemodynamic changes. Figure 1 shows four pulse

sequences, their functional maps corresponding to motor

cortex activation, and where the sequences fall in terms of

sensitivity versus specificity.

Here, a brief summary of contrast weightings across five

pulse sequences are shown for illustrative purposes.

Please refer to Figure 1, which illustrates sensitivity

versus specificity measures and functional maps associ-

ated with these sequences and describes the contrast

mechanisms more in depth. The first sequence, (red)
Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent (BOLD) Contrast

using gradient-echo EPI (GE-BOLD), has the highest

sensitivity yet is also the least specific to vessel type and

therefore has limited spatial specificity. The second
sequence, (yellow) is spin-echo BOLD (SE-BOLD). SE-

BOLD involves the use of a 180-degree RF pulse to

refocus all spins that become out of phase due to

experiencing magnetic field distortions. Hemoglobin,

and vessels containing hemoglobin create microscopic

magnetic field distortions that cause spin dephasing in

proportion to the blood oxygenation. Gradient-echo

sequences do not rephase the spins. Spin-echoes rephase

all spins except those that have diffused to a slightly

different magnetic field in an echo time (TE). Only very

small magnetic field distortions set up by red blood cells

and capillaries are small enough such that a diffusing spin

experiences different magnetic fields in an echo time.

Please refer to Figure 1c for a graph depicting relative

spin-echo (SE) versus gradient-echo (GE) contrast across

susceptibility compartment size. Spin-echo sequences in

themselves have three shortcomings. First, as shown in

Figure 1c, Spin-echo are insensitive to extravascular

gradients set up by large vessels, yet are highly sensitive

to intravascular red blood cell (small compartment)

effects. Intravascular signal is relatively diminished at

7T due to the shorter baseline T2 of blood, yet it still

is present to a sufficient degree that it contributes to the

functional contrast. Second, spin-echo EPI uses a long

readout window that is mostly positioned outside of

where the spin-echo occurs, creating similar sensitivity

to large vessels as gradient-echo sequences as shown in

Figure 1d. Third the overall sensitivity of SE contrast

relative to GE contrast is lower by at a factor between two

and four. The third sequence (in teal) is a ‘pure’ T2

weighted SE sequence, obtained with a non-EPI readout

and a preparation period that mimics a spin-echo. This

removes the T2* effect seen in Figure 1d, however at a

cost in sensitivity. The fourth sequence (in green) is a pure

spin echo sequence with the addition of diffusion weight-

ing. As seen in the cartoon in Figure 1e, diffusion weight-

ing (also known as velocity nulling), removes the rapidly

flowing intravascular signal — thus removing all large

vessel effects from ‘pure’ spin-echo sensitization. High

field strength also reduces intravascular signal due to the
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 40:189–200
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Figure 1

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

(f)

sequence
MRI

contrast
fMRI signal

change
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Comparison of basic pulse sequence functional sensitivity and specificity. (a) Shows that while GE-BOLD is most sensitive, it is the least specific.

Most of the pulse sequences follow a single specificity-sensitivity tradeoff curve, but VASO appears to have the best ratio. (b) Shows the

anatomic and functional contrast of each sequence in the motor cortex with a finger tapping paradigm. Comparison of contrast sensitivities of the

various sequences: (c) Depicts the susceptibility compartment size sensitivity of spin-echo and gradient-echo pulse sequences. Note that while

GE is sensitive to all compartment sizes above 3 microns, SE shows a selectivity to 3–15 mm sizes. (d) Shows the spin-echo sequence, illustrating

that due to the long readout window typical of spin-echo, additional T2* (or GE) weighting is present. (e) Shows that large vessels also have small

intravascular compartments (red blood cells). These are diminished either by shorter T2 of blood than tissue at high field or by the addition of

diffusion or ‘velocity nulling’ gradients. (f) Is a depiction of the type of contrast and the vessel sensitivity of each pulse sequence. Black text

shows the biophysical contrast, and the red text shows the corresponding vascular contrast.
shortening of blood T2* relative to gray matter at high

field. The problem with ‘pure’ spin-echo sequences with

diffusion weighting is that while they are now sensitive

only to capillary BOLD effects, there is almost no
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 40:189–200 
functional contrast left, therefore they are generally unus-

able for fMRI. The fifth sequence (in blue) is known as

vascular sensitivity weighted imaging or VASO [15�].
This sequence does not rely on susceptibility contrast,
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2

Currently possible whole brain
layer-fMRI protocols

Functional sensitivity (tSNR) across the brain

Example results of layer-fMRI across the entire cortex

0.8mm with 3D-EPI VASO

Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 

Current trends of high-resolution fMRI to obtain whole brain datasets with sufficient resolution for obtaining laminar activation patterns. Upper left

panel depicts modern sequences such as MAGEC VASO that can sample the entire brain at 0.8 mm resolutions every 6–8 s with relatively high

functional sensitivities at 7T. Temporal SNR of VASO is shown in the upper right panel. The MAGEC VASO sequence uses variable flip angles

across a long 3D readout window to prohibit a free exponential T1-relaxation. Instead, the variable flip angles allow the experimenter to maintain

the T1-related blood volume weighting for longer readouts, ultimately allowing whole brain coverage. The bottom panel shows exemplary

functional connectivity maps across almost all cortical areas with area-dependent laminar signatures (see double-stripe versus single stripe

patterns).
but rather makes use of the difference in longitudinal

relaxation (T1) rate between blood and tissue. In the

pulse sequence, an inversion pulse is followed by an

excitation pulse at the null point of blood longitudinal

relaxation, thus creating a signal void for blood. With an

activation-induced blood volume increase, the signal void

becomes larger and the activation induced signal change

decreases. As can be seen in Figure 1a and b, the sensi-

tivity-specificity tradeoff is more favorable for VASO

contast than for the other contrasts, as this has a specificity

comparable to ‘pure’ T2 SE-BOLD contrast yet a
www.sciencedirect.com 
sensitivity that is comparable to standard SE-BOLD. A

major shortcoming of most versions of this approach is

that considerable ‘dead’ time is spent after the inversion

pulse to allow the longitudinal signal to recover. This

time delay has limited standard implementations of

VASO sequences to a single slab of acquisition and

increases the TR or sampling time to the range of 3–5 s.

New pulse sequences to achieve either increased cover-

age or added sensitivity while maintaining high specificity

have continued to emerge. 3D-GRASE [6] has shown
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 40:189–200
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promise in having both sufficient specificity and sensitiv-

ity for layer fMRI as well as the ability to cover the whole

brain within a TR. 3D-GRASE has more ‘pure’ spin-echo

contrast as the readout window width in the 3D acquisi-

tions are sufficiently short to minimize T2* contrast. The

gain in sensitivity over pure spin-echo sequences has

been hypothesized to be due to T1 signal enhancement

(adding perfusion contrast) from stimulated echoes aris-

ing from multiple inversions of lower flip angle than 180�.
For comparisons of VASO with more sequences such as

3D-GRASE, please see Ref. [6].

Whole brain VASO pulse sequences have also emerged,

as shown in Figure 2. The VASO strategy was generalized

to extract CBV changes at any inversion time [16]. As long

as there is a different T1 weighting between the extra-

vascular signal and intravascular signal, any volume redis-

tribution between these pools of longitudinal (or ‘z’)

magnetization will result in a VASO signal change. Thus,

instead of using an inversion pulse, T1 weighting can also

be introduced by variable flip angles that create a dynamic

steady-state across k-space segments along the 3D-EPI

trajectory. This approach has the advantage that the T1

weighting can be maintained in a dynamic equilibrium for

as long as needed. The new sequence, called Multiple

Acquisitions with Global Excitation Cycling (MAGEC)

[17�] VASO uses multiple inversion pulses and a variable

flip angle. Since MAGEC VASO does not rely on a given

inversion time, the readout can be prolonged as much as

needed (at the cost of TR). This allows for increased

coverage with up to 72–104 slices at 0.8 mm isotropic

resolution and with TR of 6.5–8 s. Since the blood z-

magnetization is not completely nulled, the MAGEC

approach may contain helpful cerebral blood flow

(CBF) dependent VASO signal amplification. Since

CBF is believed to be dominated by capillary water

exchange only, this will not compromise the layer-

specificity.

Perfusion contrasts using arterial spin-labeling have com-

parable specificity to VASO, however their sensitivity is

lower, preventing their use for layer fMRI. A pulse

sequence named VAPER (integrated VASO and PERfu-

sion) has been developed which uses DANTE (Delay

Alternating with Nutation for Tailored Excitation) [18]

pulses for both nulling blood (blood volume contrast) and

tagging blood (perfusion contrast) [5]. During DANTE

pulses, blood signal in the microvasculature is nearly

nulled to achieve a VASO contrast. After DANTE, fresh

blood from outside of the coil coverage flows into the

image microvasculature and replaces the nulled blood,

generating a perfusion contrast. The signal difference

between during-blood suppression and after-blood sup-

pression conditions forms an integrated VASO and per-

fusion contrast. Both contrasts are sensitive to the micro-

vasculature and add to increase sensitivity. Because no

waiting period is needed for the blood to pass through the
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 40:189–200 
null point, this approach is more time efficient and

therefore allows greater brain coverage per unit time

and therefore shorter TR values.

With GE-BOLD contrast, activation-induced signal

changes across the layer depth show the largest changes

near the pial surface which then ramp down with depth.

While simple linear regression or hypercapnic calibration

[19] shows promise in normalizing BOLD-based fMRI

profiles along the cortical depth, it is challenging to clearly

differentiate oxygenation changes within spatially distal

‘draining veins’ from more localized capillary and small

vessels.

Overall, when considering all the above factors and strat-

egies, the respective methods mentioned each have a

different ‘fingerprint’ of variables discussed and those

well outside this review. These include: (1) achievable

coverage, (2) sampling efficiency, (3) RF power or Spe-

cific Absorption Rate (SAR) constraints, (4) required MR-

physics expertise and user friendliness, (5) sensitivity-

specificity compromise (6) sequence code availability, (7)

quantifiability of activity in physically meaningful units,

(8) point spread function of unwanted T2 and/or T2*

decay. (9) structural contrast aiding subsequent align-

ment. (10) depth of understanding of the underlying

contrast mechanism and signal origin. The field is devel-

oping rapidly, and it’s still not apparent which sequence

(s) will ultimately prevail and come into common

practice.

Temporal resolution

Imaging approaches that use gradient-echo or spin-echo

EPI, coupled with the time-efficient image sampling

strategies mentioned above can achieve whole brain

TR values on the order of 1 s, however when using whole

brain VASO approaches, the minimum TR values are in

the range of 6–8 s. Meaningful neural activation modula-

tions happen across a wide range of temporal frequencies.

While depth-dependent electrophysiology studies often

focus on the modulation of neural activity, connectivity

and phase amplitude coupling changes in the range of 50

ms–300 ms, optical imaging studies examine meaningful

resting-state connectivity across from the regime of 100

ms up to the 10 s regime [20]. Because of the hemody-

namic delay of the vascular response, conventional rest-

ing-state fMRI focuses on signal fluctuations in the time

frame of 6�10 s, implying that fMRI is usually only

sensitive to a small frequency window of a wide spectrum

of neural fluctuations. The larger power of the fMRI

frequency spectrum is in the regime of <0.01 Hz. Thus,

the acquisition approaches for whole brain layer-depen-

dent connectivity analyses are optimized for this temporal

frequency window of �10 s. Since resting-state fMRI

fluctuations follow the pattern of scale free dynamics [21],

the focus on this frequency window is expected to be
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 3

Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 

Imaging fine-scale neural representations in the primary motor cortex with high-end fMRI protocols optimized on each individual’s brain. While the

fine-scale structures consistently seen in all five participants of the study, they are too variable across people to be seen in group analyses. Each

participant had to undergo at least five two-hour scan sessions to reliably capture these fine-scale structures. While large body part

representations along the central sulcus are robustly seen in group studies, in the millimeter and submillimeter regime, neuronally meaningful

individual differences can be lost. Part of this figure was adopted from Huber et al. [23�].
largely representative of functional connections at any

temporal scales.

Extensive sampling of individual subjects with
ultra-high resolution
In the field of human neuroimaging, there is a strong and

justified trend towards increasing sample-sizes in big data
www.sciencedirect.com 
initiatives (UK Biobank, Human Connectome Project,

Rhineland Study, ENIGMA, Rotterdam Scan Study,

ADNI etc.), mainly motivated by the need for high

statistical sensitivity in search for clinically actionable

biomarkers derivation. As promising and successful as

these initiatives are, they have specific shortcomings in

addressing neuroscience and clinical questions. Even at
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 40:189–200
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2–3 mm3 voxel dimensions typical of these scans, fine-

grained information that may be contained in the scans

may be averaged away across subjects. Additionally,

current methodology is not yet capable of precisely reg-

istering multi-subject data below a spatial certainty of five

to ten millimeters, thus preventing effective meaningful

cross-subject pooling and averaging of submillimeter

voxel dimension data sets.

Increased functional organization variability at small

scales also plays a role in preventing cross subject aver-

aging at high resolution. On a macroscopic scale, the

structure of the human brain is very consistent across

most individuals. At a spatial scale at or below approxi-

mately five millimeters, the gyrification pattern of the

brain becomes more variable [22]. Functional organiza-

tion within macroscopic functional units also shows sub-

ject-specific, quasi-random organization at the millimeter

scale. A clear example is cortical columns, which resemble

a finger-print organization unique for each individual.

With regard to layer activity, the precise location on

the cortical ribbon of the salient layer function may vary

several millimeters between individuals relative to corti-

cal landmarks. Functional activation at this fine spatial

scale defies current approaches for spatial normalization,

making accurate cross-subject spatial averaging

impossible.

As an example, while cross-subject averaging can be

easily performed to map the human homunculus, ultra-

high resolution found a variable spatial mapping, on the

millimeter scale, of individual digit activation [23�].
These representations are differentially engaged depend-

ing on the specific motor action such as grasping or

releasing as illustrated in Figure 3.

Because of the quasi-random variability of functional

organization across subjects at submillimeter resolu-

tion, ‘extensive sampling’ involving the repeated scan-

ning of single subjects is currently a primary way

forward for building stable representative functional

maps of activity at this spatial scale. Low SNR at high

resolution requires repeated averaging to achieve func-

tional statistical significance. Extreme averaging of

single subjects has been shown to reveal widespread

subthreshold activation [24]. From these maps,

obtained only by ‘extensive sampling’ of single indi-

viduals, functional  information can be gleaned with

sufficient sensitivity and then can be compared across

subjects. The field of extensive sampling of single

individuals has been growing rapidly due to the emer-

gence of clear, stable, and relevant individual features

that are overlooked with group averaging, thus opening

up new areas in the potential impact of brain imaging on

characterizing individual differences and associating

these differences with individual behavior or other

measures [25–28].
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Currently, the best way to ‘collapse’ meaningful data

within subjects allowing accurate cross-subject compari-

son or pooling is a source of ongoing research. The current

practice involves semi-manual identification of the salient

regions and averaging or comparing laminar profile plots.

Maps can be qualitatively compared and summary statis-

tics of networks or cortical activation profiles from semi-

manually chosen locations can be used for cross-subject

comparisons, however, cross subject averaging should not

always be a scientific goal. It has been repeatedly shown

in vision fMRI literature, information about individuals

can be used to derive insights that generalize to popula-

tions even in the presence of individual variations.

The increased variability of individual subject activation

at finer resolutions is currently only addressable with a

single subject extensive sampling approach, however the

problem of how to spatially average across subjects may

not be entirely insurmountable. Future studies may be

able to utilize functional approaches such as

‘hyperalignment’ [9�] to achieve layer specific alignment

across subjects. Rather than aligning data across subjects

based on anatomy, hyperalignment and other functional

alignment approaches (e.g. shared response modeling)

project subject data into a common space based on

multivariate functional patterns associated with each

voxel. Traditionally, these patterns were temporal activa-

tion responses to naturalistic stimulation (i.e. movie

watching), but a newer approach involves using func-

tional connectivity (i.e. a vector of correlation values

between a given voxel and a set of other spatial locations)

as the input to functional alignment algorithms. Such

algorithms could, in theory, be adapted to work across

voxels spanning both the cortical depth and cortical

surface, to enable more precise alignment from different

individuals across layers and columns

Recent layer fMRI progress
Precise interpretation of layer fMRI results depends on

known laminar functional architecture of the cortex. To

the degree that laminar level structural and functional

connections are understood, fMRI activity may achieve

inferential power to delineate directional connectivity,

hierarchy, and perhaps computation, rather than simply

location of activity. The current challenge is that layers,

their groupings, and their corresponding connection types

have been shown to vary across the brain, and in particu-

lar, in regions of association cortex [29–31,32��]. Laminar

organization may also show variation across species, mak-

ing translation from even primate organization to human

speculative. However, recent studies have demonstrated

similarities [33].

The first human layer fMRI studies were performed using

gradient-echo contrast at 3T [34]. Layer-fMRI studies

have mostly focused on primary visual [35,36,37�], audi-

tory [38,39], motor [40��,41], and somatosensory [42]
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cortex. These have been confirmatory in that they have

demonstrated that the fMRI signal is robust and reflective

of laminar-specific neuronal activity. Recent layer fMRI

studies have explored beyond primary cortices into acti-

vation of hippocampus [43], dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

[44��], and the occipito-temporal sulcus [45]. Review

articles on layer fMRI [4��,46�,47,48] have outlined

advances in methodology, interpretation, and applica-

tions over the past 13 years.

Rather than focusing simply on the areas that layer fMRI

can probe, it is useful to highlight the types of questions

that layer fMRI can address. It may provide mechanisms

of predictive coding. A current construct is that the brain

is a prediction engine with higher areas generating mod-

els that are relayed to lower areas via feedback connec-

tions. Lower areas receive sensory input and calculate

prediction errors, then send this information via feedfor-

ward connections. Each of these connection terminations

and calculations are hypothetically layer-specific [49].

Related to this prediction engine hypothesis, progress

has been made elucidating the differential activativation

from perception and action [41,50,51]. Laminar-depen-

dent modulating effects of attention [50] and visual

learning[52] have been probed. Lawrence et al. [46�]
outline areas where layer fMRI might be brought to bear

on questions in cognitive neuroscience, however a still

open question is whether or not layer architecture holds

throughout the association cortex.

A current technical hurdle central to the advancement of

high-resolution fMRI is the aim to move from imaging

protocols that are specialized on individual brain areas

with reduced field of views towards imaging the entire

cortex as well as subcortical regions at sufficiently high

resolution to allow laminar analysis [17�,45]. Even with

the latest imaging methodologies, these large coverage

approaches still come with constraints of temporal sam-

pling efficiency and thus, require multi-session experi-

ments of several hours each per participant. Processing of

this rich multi-dimensional data space is a daunting task

that may lend itself to and perhaps even require auto-

mated approaches requiring precise yet flexible and

adaptive models of cortical folding, laminar thickness,

functional cortical landmarks, and layer profiles.

Layer fMRI is poised to uncover a rich tapestry of laminar

information related to functional connectivity that pro-

mises to uncover detailed information about hierarchal

relationships. Resting state fMRI as well as fMRI using

naturalistic stimuli may be analyzed in a way that reveals

feedforward and feedback activity depending on the seed

voxel chosen. A recent study by Huber et al. [17�]
described visual cortex data from a resting state study

in which regions were classified as receiving feedforward

or feedback input from a seed which was systematically

shifted from the thalamus to increasingly higher regions
www.sciencedirect.com 
in visual cortex, clearly delineating, based on the chang-

ing laminar connectivity profile with the chosen seed, the

cortical areas that were receiving feedforward or feedback

information from the seed. Figure 4 shows a summary of

these results. It’s easy to imagine that the next steps in

this type of analysis is map hierarchical relationships

through the entire brain, systematically shifting the seed

voxel from region to region or adopting a more encom-

passing approach beyond seed voxel analysis that cap-

tures whole brain laminar connectivity and hierarchy in a

few processing steps. Certainly, many unexpected com-

plexities in implementation and interpretation will arise,

however this example illustrates the novel types of pos-

sible analyses approaches exist to explore these rich data.

Future challenges and prospects
Layer fMRI is still in its infancy. Early results are prom-

ising as clear task modulation and resting state connec-

tivity across cortical depth has been demonstrated. Chal-

lenges that face the field are those related to methodology

including further increasing functional resolution, miti-

gating motion, removing large draining vein effects that

skew laminar profiles, spatially registering functional

activity accurately onto underlying structural images,

and developing and refining whole brain pulse sequences

that also have sufficient sensitivity and specificity to

resolve laminar activity.

Entirely new classes of paradigm designs, created to

systematically modulate hypothesized feedforward and

feedback activity, are being developed. New analysis

approaches are being developed to handle the wealth

of multi-dimensional data that is generated. Experiments

comparing measures from modalities such as EEG with

layer fMRI results are being advanced with intriguing

insights suggesting predominant frequencies being sig-

natures of feedforward and feedback activity [37�].
Extensive sampling of ‘canonical’ individuals is a neces-

sary first step before differences between individuals are

determined. The challenge of how to compress and

average data across subjects looms large. It is hopeful

that relevant ‘biomarkers’, based on individual differ-

ences in laminar activity and connectivity, may be

derived.

Lastly, our knowledge of human laminar cortical organi-

zation is limited by what is known from the prior invasive

electrophysiologic literature to make sense of present and

future layer fMRI studies. Convergent studies will have

to be carried out to deduce the full implications of laminar

activity and functional connectivity in the future. It is

speculated that in the next decade with the dissemination

of high field scanners and methods more advanced and

standardized than those outlined here, groups around the

world will be regularly reporting whole brain layer fMRI

findings that directly complement and meaningfully add

to growing models of brain organization and computation.
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Figure 4

(a) (c) (d)

(b)

Templates to determine
feed-forward vs.
feedback dominance

Choice of seed region
along expected hierarchy

Hierarchy maps sorted
by geodesic distance
of seed

Zoomed in view
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Mapping of visual hierarchy using seed-based clustering analysis, from Huber et al. [17�]. Panel (a) Canonical depth-resolved functional profiles

obtained from seed voxels from regions lower in hierarchy (blue) and higher in hierarchy (red). The blue profiles indicate functional connectivity

from feed-forward activity from lower regions and the red profiles indicate functional connectivity from feedback activity from higher regions. At

0.8 mm2 resolution, layer IV cannot be separated from layer V/VI. Even though a given layer profile contains the superposition of feed-forward and

feedback peaks, typically one profile dominates for any given seed. Panel (b) This indicates the manner in which the seed voxel was

systematically migrated along the cortex following geodesic distance from the V1 border. Panel (c) Clusters are formed by systematically shifting

the seed voxel for correlation analysis. Columns are considered 1 mm smooth patches of cortex. Each column’s layer profile can be color coded

either red or blue on the map, depending on which layer profile it is most correlated with. Top image in this panel shows clearly that when the

seed is chosen in the thalamus, the entire visual cortex demonstrates feed forward activity from the thalamus. As the seed voxel shifts from V1

along the cortical ribbon to just before MT, it can be clearly seen that the regions’ correspondence to higher or lower in the hierarchy flips. At V1,

only a small patch of visual cortex receives feedback from the seed but most of the cortex receives feedforward information. At the level of the

just below MT, most of visual cortex is now receiving feedback from the seed and only MT remains as receiving feedforward information. Panel

(d) Zoomed image of three images in panel (c).
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At this moment in time, it’s clear that as a field, layer

fMRI is, as was fMRI in its early years, at the very

beginning of an increasingly upward trend in utility for

addressing unknowns of the human brain.
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